
Język angielski – rozkład materiału na miesiąc LUTY 

Krąg tematyczny: 

I White winter, white snow  

Słownictwo czynne: 

 winter, snow, snowflake, snowman 

 sledging, skiing, building a snowman, feeding a bird, making an igloo, skating, 

making an angel,  

 

Słownictwo bierne 

 What is it? 

 How many are there? 

 What is he doing? 

 What can you do? 

 What can you see? 

  

II Arctic Animals 

Słownictwo czynne: 

 penguin, whale, moose, orca, polar bear, snowy owl, arctic fox, arctic hare, walrus, 

arctic wolf, harp seal 

 in, on, behind, in front of, next to, under 

 

Słownictwo bierne 

 What is it? 

 Who is hiding in the igloo? 

 Place the [penguin in front of the igloo] 

 

 

 

Piosenki i wiersze: 

(aktualizowane na bieżąco) 
 

"Freeze dance"  

 

Let's play the Party Freeze game! 

 

Dancing dancing all around 

Dancing dancing dancing 

Dancing  any way you please 

But STOP when I say FREEZE 

 

Hopping hopping all around 



Hopping hopping hopping  

Hopping any way you please 

But STOP when I say FREEZE 

 

Skipping skipping all around 

Skipping skipping skipping 

Skipping any way you please 

But STOP when I say FREEZE 

 

Twirling twirling all around 

Twirling twirling twirling  

Twirling any way you please 

But STOP when I say FREEZE 

 

Dancing dancing all around 

Dancing dancing dancing 

Dancing  any way you please 

But STOP when I say FREEZE 

 

The Penguin Dance 

 

Penguins attention!  

Penguins begin!  

Have you ever seen  

a penguin dancing here?   

When you look at me  

a penguin you will see!  

 

Penguins attention!  

Penguins begin!  

Right flipper!  

Have you ever seen  

a penguin dancing here?  

When you look at me  

a penguin you will see!  

 

Penguins attention!  

Penguins begin!  

Right flipper!  

Left flipper! 

Have you ever seen  

a penguin dancing here?   

When you look at me  

a penguin you will see!  

 

Penguins attention!  



Penguins begin!  

Right flipper!  

Left flipper!  

Right foot! 

Have you ever seen  

a penguin dancing here?   

When you look at me  

a penguin you will see!  

 

Penguins attention!  

Penguins begin!  

Right flipper!  

Left flipper!  

Right foot!  

Left foot!  

Have you ever seen  

a penguin dancing here?  

 When you look at me  

a penguin you will see!  

 

Penguins attention!  

Penguins begin!  

Right flipper!  

Left flipper!  

Right foot!  

Left foot!  

Nod your head!  

Have you ever seen  

a penguin dancing here?  

When you look at me  

a penguin you will see!  

 

Penguins attention!  

Penguins begin!  

Right flipper!  

Left flipper!  

Right foot!  

Left foot!  

Nod your head!  

Turn around!  

Have you ever seen  

a penguin dancing here?  

When you look at me  

a penguin you will see!  

 

Penguins attention!  



Penguins dismissed! 

 

Rymowanka “A little snowflake” 

 

A little snowflake fell on my nose (kichamy). 

And it fell on my toes (tupiemy). 

It gently touched my lips (cmokamy). 

And then it jumped on my hips (ruszamy bioderkami). 

Now it's falling to the ground 

And it's dancing all around (kręcimy się w koło i tańczymy). 

 

Rymowanka “Five little penguins”  

 

Five little penguins sliding on the ice, 

Sliding on the ice, sliding on the ice. 

Five little penguins sliding on the ice, 

One slid away,  

It was nice! 

 

Four little penguins… 

Three… 

Two… 

 

One little penguin sliding on the ice, 

Sliding on the ice, sliding on the ice. 

One little penguin sliding on the ice, 

It slid away,  

It was nice! 


